How To Tell If A Container Is “Extra Wide”

The vast majority of intermodal containers are approximately eight feet (2.5 meters) wide. To satisfy the commercial need for containers that could accommodate two European size pallet loads next to one another, there are some “Extra Wide” or “Pallet Wide” containers that are circulating within the global intermodal system. They look the same as a standard ISO container, and the position of their corner posts and corner fittings are exactly the same as a standard ISO container. The only important difference, is that they’re a couple of inches wider than the standard ISO container.

That can sometimes cause these containers to get “hung up” within certain bomb cart trailer designs, which can cause a yard tractor to get “hung up” (and go up) with them. That’s why it’s important for yard tractor drivers and dockside staff to understand how to spot those “Extra Wide” containers during the course of vessel loading operations, and to be able to react accordingly. We’ll explain:

On every container built after 1995, the ISO standard dealing with the marking of containers requires a “Size and Type Code” to appear underneath the owner’s identification/container number (See the photo example, above). Each character within the 4 character “Size and Type Code” tells a story. Using the chart that appears above, we can see that this particular container is: because of the 1st character (the “L”) a 45 foot box; because of the 2nd character (the “E”) a container that is 8’6” high and one that can be as wide as 8.2 feet. Those extra couple of inches can sometimes mean a World of difference. Watch out for them, to the extent you can!

Got an OSH-related question? Write to the JSC at: blueoceana@optonline.net
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